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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Sound localization is one of ways that keep the 
relation with robot. Numerous approaches exist which 
deal with a reliable sound source localization, 
employing a variety of features, tracking schemes and 
sensor setups. Kalman filters are commonly used to 
perform a single object under a Gaussian models and 
linear dynamics. These methods have been applied to 
audio and visual object tracking problems [2]. Using 
Kalman filters, adequate tracking performance can not 
be obtained when measurement is done in a noisy and 
cluttered environment. 

To relieve this problem, probabilistic models such as 
Bayesian networks [3] and Sequential Monte Carlo 
method [4] have been proposed. Among them, particle 
filter shows a principled method for localization [5]. 
Particle filter is an approximation technique for a 
nonlinear and non-Gaussian situation. Particle filters 
have also been applied to audio source localization 
using a beamformer–based sound source localization 
[6].  

Time Delay Of Arrival (TDOA) between two 
microphones has been used for sound localization in our 
robot platforms [1]. However, since cross-correlation 
values are highly dependent on the upcoming sound 
signal and acoustic environment, time delay between 

two microphones can be easily changed. Localization 
result is also perturbed by the error of calculated time 
delay value (Fig. 1). In this paper, we introduce a 
probabilistic sound localization method in time-domain 
to alleviate change in time delay value. 

 
2. LOCALIZATION ALGORITHM 

 
2.1 Microphone Arrangement  

There are lots of possible causes that result in false 
localization of sound source, which are noises around 
the source, reverberant signals into the microphone and 
arrangement of microphones. The errors in sound 
localization due to noises and reverberant signals can be 
dealt with various filtering methods, one of which is 
proposed in this article.  Errors by hardware 
configuration should be prevented in advance. If the 
interested location is only front side of robot, we can 
determine the location of sound source with time delay 
value with only two microphones. However, it is 
difficult to find out whether the source lies in the front 
side or back side of robot because the source located in 
the opposite of real source can generate the same time 
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Fig.1 Example of time delay value 

 
Fig.2 Microphone arrangement 
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delay value. To clear the ambiguity in source location 
with only laterally positioned two microphones, 
additional microphones are needed and some 
researchers deploy several microphones in line. 
However, we just added one microphone and displaced 
them triangularly. 

 
2.2 Probabilistic Process  

Even if microphones are arranged triangularly, 
environmental noise and acoustical condition around 
robot may cause error in calculating time delay between 
microphones. To deal with an inappropriate change of 
time delay between two microphones which is the main 
reason of error in localization, markovian process is 
applied to compute a time delay. Time delay value 
between two microphones is selected as a state variable. 

 
{ }Xij

t ijT= ∆                               (1) 
 
Where ijT∆  is time delay between microphone i and 

j. What we want to calculate with this method is how 
much currently calculated time delay is reliable 
according to the observed sound signals. The probability 
of current time delay up to current observation of 
microphone pair 1 2( { , , , })Zt ij ij ij

ij tz z z=  can be written 
as equation (2). 

 

( )( ) X Zij t
t ijBel t P=                         (2) 

 
Summarizing, to localize a sound source we need to 
calculate the probability recursively at each time step. 

This process is composed of two steps – prediction and 
update step. 

 
2.2.1 Prediction Step  

In prediction step, motion model is defined to predict 
the current state probability under the assumptions that a 
sound source can not move over a certain angle in one 
time frame and current state depends on the previous 
state. Motion model that we applied is as equation (3) 

 

( ) ( )2
1 1~ ,X X Xij ij ij

t t tP N σ− −                  (3) 
 
With this motion model, we can estimate the 

probability of each time delay state as equation (4). 
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Prediction of current state is presented as summation 

because time delay value between two microphones is 
discrete and is dependent on the sampling frequency.  
 
2.2.2 Update Step  

To obtain the posterior distribution ( )X Zij t
t ijP , 

measurement likelihood model is proposed to 
incorporate sound information from microphones. We 
propose a measurement likelihood model as 
cross-correlation value spanning around possible time 
delay value of certain microphone pair. 
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      (5) 

 
Where ( )ix t  is sound signal of microphone i at time 

t. The posterior distribution over Xij
t  is obtained by 

Bayse theorem: 
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The posterior represents the probability distribution 

of time delay and we may expect time delay of certain 
microphone pair as the value when this probability is 
the highest. And this whole process is independently 
applied to each microphone pair. 
 
2.3 Post Processing  

In our microphone configuration, time delay values 
are specifically determined according to the sound 
source location. Fig 3 shows this characteristic of our 
microphone configuration at each sound position. Since 
posterior distribution depends on the measurement 
likelihood model, undesirable time delay sets can be 
selected with only probabilistic process shown above. 
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Fig.3 Characteristics of time delay value  
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To filter out those unwanted time delay set, if calculated 
time delay value corresponds to one of 6 regions, we 
adopt the time delay as current time delay value and 
vice versa after posterior computation of each 
microphone pair. 

 
2.4 Sound Localization 

Since we determine a highly probable time delay 
pairs, we can localize a sound source. A time delay grid 
for a sound source is pre-determined along 360 degrees 
and it is assumed to be situated at a specific distance. 
Localization likelihood is defined as (7). 

 
2ˆ( ) 1/ ( ( ) )ij ij

i j
L t tθ θ

≠
= −∑                     (7) 

 
Where ( )ijt θ  is time delay grid and îjt  is time 

delay value determined by probabilistic method. Sound 
location is determined where the likelihood has 
maximum value. 

 
3. RESULTS 

  
We apply proposed method to localize a sound source 

in several situations; when source stands still or moves 
at certain angular speed around a robot. Sound signal is 
sampled at 16 kHz and frame at each time step is 
composed of 512 samples and moved while some 
samples (ex. 50%) are overlapped. To have a fine 
observation result, we performed 3~6 times 
cross-correlation at each time frame. At each 
cross-correlation, 256 samples are used and samples are 
overlapped according to number of cross correlation. 
After the cross-correlation step, we performed a 
probabilistic process and post filtering step for each 

cross-correlation value. SNR of input signal is around 
13~15dB during experiment.  

Fig 4 shows a comparison result when we applied this 
algorithm or not. The sound source is positioned on 30 
degree. Proposed method shows more stable time delay 
set than those that are determined only by cross 
correlation. This means that proposed algorithm can 
filter out unwanted signals such as environmental noise 
or wind noise at the end of input sound signal, which 
causes fluctuations of time delay values. Table 1 shows 
performance of proposed algorithm according to the 
distance between sound source and robot when speaker 
is standing at 0o. Since robot is assumed to interact with 
human in a room or a house, maximum distance 
between human and robot is not over 3m. The error 
range for performance measure is ± 15o. Even if the 
speaker is 3m away from robot, robot can localize sound 
source with over 70% correctness. However, full 
angular range performance is needed to be evaluated for 
overall efficiency of proposed method.  

Localization for moving sound is also important for a 
reliable interaction with a robot for speaker. Fig 5 shows 
a localization result when a person is moving around a 
robot from -70o to 60o. Solid line is estimated position 
of source by proposed method and dot line is a real 
position of the source. Overall, tracking is acceptable 
even though there is some delay for localization, which 
is mainly because of motion model in the prediction 
step under the assumption that the source would not 
move in one time frame (duration is about 16msec). 
 

4. CONCLUSION 
 

Sound is one of the essential modalities for a reliable 
interaction with robot, which delivers a substantial 
amount of spatial, temporal information between human 
and robot (location, time delay). According to the 
localization performances shown in this article, spatial 
information through the improved computation of time 
delay between two microphones is feasible in a probable 
situation. In sum, we have enhanced a sound 
localization using a probabilistic method for a reliable 
interaction with a robot via acoustic information. Using 
this method, a robot can localize a certain speaker and 
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Fig.4 Sound localization result 
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Fig.5 Localization of moving source  

Table.1 Sound localization performance 

Distance 1m 2m 3m 

Performance 100% 95% 76% 

Input voice: “티롯 이리와”, which means “Come on, Tirot” 
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can use the result while interacting with human or robot. 
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